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preservation
The 40-year history of the Nantucket Conservation Foundation, like the organization
itself, is a quiet story about people. There has never been any trumpet-blowing or
flag-waving in the way business is conducted. No splashy fundraising events for this
group. Yet, from the visionaries who got the ball rolling through the long list of
generous donors to the dedicated administrators keeping the ship on course, there
has always been a shared passion to preserve Nantucket’s unique landscape.
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t first glance, the properties map of the
Nantucket Conservation Foundation might
seem daunting to interpret. Parcels are highlighted all across the island with numbers, letters and
colors in a manner more appropriate for a planning board. It is only after the symbols are connected to locations and names in the acquisition
list, that one begins to understand the magnitude
of the organization’s accomplishment. Approximately 8,700 acres of beaches, forests and moors
– including bogs, grasslands, marshes, ponds and
heathland – have been spared the developer’s
scythe. Twenty-nine percent of Nantucket’s natural habitat, its precious flora and fauna, has been
preserved forever, a gift to residents and visitors
alike. And these wonders come free of charge,
without wires, fences or No Trespassing signs.
The land is everywhere open to pedestrian traffic.
The history of the Foundation, like the
organization itself, is a quiet story about people.
There has never been any trumpet-blowing or
flag-waving in the way business is conducted.
No splashy fundraising events for this group.
Yet, from the visionaries who got the ball rolling
through the long list of generous donors to the
dedicated administrators keeping the ship on
course, there has always been a shared passion
to preserve Nantucket’s unique landscape.
The 40-year journey of the NCF is a success
story that begins with Roy Larsen, the “sine qua
non” of Nantucket’s conservation movement.
Larsen, the former chairman of Time-Life and
Henry Luce’s original partner, was the impetus
that brought the key players together in 1963 to
found the organization. He was a Sconseter, a
summer resident who loved Sankaty and true to
corporate form, got much of his most important
work done on the golf course, wringing gifts and
pledges out of members and guests. He spent 44
summers on the island and worked tirelessly for
conservation projects, including the Connecticut
Audubon Society and the Nature Conservancy
on-island. With his wife Margot, he put his
money where his mouth was, acquiring and
donating over 1,600 acres to the Foundation.
Together with Rip Nelson, a retired banker who
served as his administrative secretary, he raised
the consciousness of the island.
“Roy was the ultimate salesman,” recalls Jim

It is important for newcomers to realize that all this open space didn’t just happen.
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“He took me to Edith Anderson’s office
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on Centre Street where she ran a record-keeping business service. I was ushered into a tiny back room filled
with boxes of files piled to the ceiling. I was told to make
a space for myself, an office within an office. We groveled. No typewriter, pens or pads. The Foundation really
started from scratch. Be it equipment, buildings or
parcels of land, we acquired everything one piece at a
time.”
During the next few years, the Foundation began to
roll. Huge tracts of land were acquired, over 2,300 acres in
all, including portions of Coatue, Eel Point, the Middle
Moors, South Pasture and the biggest prize of all, the
Milestone Cranberry Bog. Walter Beinecke, the last surviving founder of the NCF, who still serves on its board,
remembers the heady times with satisfaction. “I was a
summer kid from New York City since 1925. I couldn’t
stand the city and always considered Nantucket as my
home. Eventually, as a young married man, I moved here
with my family. I couldn’t be a local because I wasn’t
born here. But I got along with Nantucketers and got
involved with local businessmen. I was one of six partners headed by Bob Congdon who purchased the bogs
from a family in Vermont. I was the only off-islander in
the group. It was a bad business decision. We lost money,
so we had to dump it. Once I found out some developers
were interested in purchasing the property, I took the
problem to Roy Larsen and Arthur Dean, a well-known
New York attorney and chairman of the board of Cornell
University. They were men from my father’s generation,
loved Sconset and were avid birders. I partnered with
them and acted as their go-between for the sale. They
were the brains and I was the feet.”
Beinecke believes the NCF is one of the most successful conservation organizations in the country and
probably the leader in percentage of available land it
owns, mainly because of the outstanding leadership of
Lentowski and its past presidents Alfred “Teeny” Sanford
and George Fowlkes. “Without them, the island would
have become a much different place,” he says.
Up until its 23rd parcel, all the Foundation’s holdings
had been donated. But Ram Pasture changed that. At the
time there was no zoning on the island and a developer
was eyeing its 625 acres, a private shooting preserve
owned by a local group. Once again, Roy Larsen came to
the rescue. He persuaded the board to purchase the land
for $1,000 an acre. Ram Pasture became the transition
point for the organization from all volunteers to a paid
staff. The stakes were getting too high. The NCF had
embarked on a new and irrevocable approach to land
acquisition.
Upon Larsen’s retirement in 1973, the baton was
passed to his good friend and foundation board member
Teeny Sanford. Sanford had spent every summer of his
life on Nantucket and was
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instrumental in bringing more properties to the Foundation, largely through his relentless attention to the
ecology of the land, and his ability to convey the necessity of conservation to those he came in contact with.
Although he was an avid sailor and fisherman, he realized the beaches and water were only a part of the
uniqueness of the island. His personality and persuasiveness were infectious and he often said that donating
land to the Foundation was the longest lasting gift one
could make to their heirs. He himself was a generous
donor. Preserving the island’s ecosystem and broadening
it’s economic base were his major considerations.
Nantucket and the Foundation mourned the passing
of both Larsen and Sanford in a six-month period
between 1979 and 1980. However, Sanford’s son-in-law,
George A. Fowlkes Jr., took the helm with an enthusiasm
that saw 30 percent of the NCF’s holdings come under his
watch. “I’ve been coming to Nantucket since I was nine
months old. I never missed a summer.
“I think what the Foundation has done is a remarkable achievement. The alternative would have been unthinkable. It is important for newcomers to realize that
all this open space didn’t just happen. They are the beneficiaries of work that has been going on for 40 years.
The fascinating thing for me is that every acquisition is a
story in itself. How we got it and how close we came to
losing it and sadly, we have lost out on some key areas.
“Sanford Farm was probably the most dramatic story
because it involved many players. I remember Anne
Sanford standing in her doorway, pointing to the expansive view and telling me, ‘Someday this will all be yours.’
She and her first husband, Charlie Kimball, had both left
us the land in their wills. When they died within a few
weeks of each other, what should have been a smooth
transition became a legal quagmire when off-island heirs
discovered they could challenge her will on a technicality. Eventually, they won and the Foundation had to team
up with the Land Bank in order to purchase the property.
Nevertheless, Ram Pasture was finally connected to the
farm and Madaket Road.
“Creative wheeling, dealing and swapping are all
part of the negotiating tactics the Foundation has
employed. Fowlkes explains that every acquisition had
its own unique approach. “In the case of Squam Swamp,
we were able to get the cooperation of the Wauwinet,
Squam and Pocomo people by pointing out what 27 lots
would do to their neighborhood. They saw the terrible
impact that would make. So they raised the money while
we negotiated with the Sziklases. That was a tremendous
community effort.
“In another case, we acquired 60 acres from Rachel
Mellon west of Tom Nevers by trading her a sliver of land
that connected her property to Milestone Road. That was
because zoning allowed only two structures on New South
Road and she eventually wanted four.
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That worked out well for us both.”
Sometimes you have to bite the bullet when negotiating with a landowner. It’s a learning process. Fowlkes
still regrets one parcel that got away, 50 acres in South
Pasture near the Maddequecham Valley. “We slowly
negotiated with the developer upwards to the $500,000
asking price and then fell short by $25,000. That was a
shame,” he said.
So many people have played generous roles in the
Foundation’s growth that it would take a book to adequately pay homage to them. Lentowski points to Tibs
Krauthoff as a “saint of a woman.” “The core of our holdings in the central moors, 1,500 acres, was her gift to the
island. She inherited the land from her father, Paul
Turner, and felt she was fortunate enough to have been
brought up in a financially secure environment. She didn’t need the land and had no desire to develop it. She just
enjoyed golfing with Roy Larsen and talking conservation.
“Sallie Gail and Oswald Tupancy also believed in not
having their land developed. Theirs was the only property that came along with a nice sum of money for maintenance. The Tupancy-Harris Foundation helps with the
expense of maintaining that property and the operating
costs of all the other properties. We’re not endowed and
our membership income is not nearly enough to cover
our costs. Without the generosity of the Tupancy-Harris
Foundation, we would probably have to rely on user fees
like we do on Coatue,” Lentowski said.
The Craig family’s donation of a large portion of
Coatue is yet another reminder of how much people have
done to save the island. Joan Craig reminisced how her
husband Sandy and she used to spend summer weekends at the shack his parents built across from Pocomo
Point in 1925. “Sandy’s family were summer people going
back to the 1890s and owned a large portion of Coatue.
They would organize sailing parties to the shack for
entertainment on the weekends. We used it a lot as teenagers. Sandy and his sister, Shug (Ann Doran) inherited
the shack and eight parcels of land surrounding it, down
to First Point. I know Sandy’s parents would have been
pleased when they decided to preserve it. We all thoroughly believed in the Foundation. We still own the parcel the shack sits on, but because of the constant breakins and vandalism we let the Foundation maintain it and
use it as housing for the summer ranger. Coatue means
a great deal to my family. We all have ‘Coatue’ license
plates, from New York, New Hampshire, Connecticut and
Massachusetts,” Craig said.
No discussion of the NCF would be complete without
recognizing the contributions of its most famous goodwill ambassador, maintenance supervisor Bob McGrath.
“Diesel,” with his trademark orange stocking cap, has
been a fixture on Foundation properties for 23 years. “I
was out one day hunting on the cranberry bogs when
this man, Roy Larsen, drove up and asked how I liked it
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for hunting and recreation. That was our first meeting.
It was a good one,” McGrath said.
McGrath was a master mechanic who had run his
own gas station and worked a number of years for Don
Allen. He knew many of the summer people connected
with the Foundation because he had worked on their car
and boat engines. So he was a natural fit for the organization. “Teeny Sanford came up to me and said, ‘I want
you to go see Jim Lentowski and work year-round for the
Foundation.’ I got enthused because I loved the outdoors. It was a unique job.”
Larsen and Sanford realized they needed someone
with McGrath’s knowledge and community standing to
convey the Foundation’s mission to Nantucketers. As a
native islander with strong ties to the summer colony,
he was the perfect liaison. He helped bring in new
members from both sides of the community. Out on the
properties, clearing brush, mending fences, McGrath
would meet people, encourage membership, and explain
to islanders why the land needed to be protected.
“Sanford Farm is my favorite property. I used to
roam around there as a little boy. I got to meet Mrs.
Sanford and her first husband, Charlie Kimball, who
taught me a lot about nature. He used to study moths
and butterflies and showed me how to tar a tree and
catch moths at night.
“The Foundation has had a great impact on the
island. There are people who have come to appreciate us
who never thought they’d participate in conservation.
On the whole, local people haven’t contributed as much
as I’d like to have seen. They should play a bigger part
because it’s their scenery, their back yard. We had a terrible battle with the beach driving but we got it under
control. It’s a privilege. When I was young, we used to
adapt 30 gallon drums on the rims of Model Ts and drive
the beach in Madaket, but we respected the land,”
McGrath said.
McGrath feels that people are getting better, not
driving everywhere, knocking down trees and fences,
but abuse of the land still exists, especially following
beach parties. Keeping the properties secure and clean
will take a lot more effort and patrolling. Looking back
on his career with the Foundation, McGrath suggests, “If
I had to do it all again, I’d introduce myself to the board
of directors with a list of money demands for the properties, like brush cutters and other equipment to maintain the roads. But the Foundation did just what I would
have done. They have to keep all that property open and
when the developer comes along, be ready to match the
sale price. Raise the money.”
Current president Richard Verney, who succeeded
George Fowlkes in 1998, also has a lifelong perspective of
the island’s growth and efforts at conservation. “I was
introduced to Nantucket at an early age. In August 1946
I went from a Providence hospital birthing room straight
to the island. I have since spent part of every year of my
life here. My father gave Capaum Pond to the Foundation
so I was always aware of the
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importance of open space, a characteristic of Nantucket.
The island is a ‘great escape’ from the noise and crowds
of urban settings. It gives one a sense of freedom.”
Verney recognizes that the early days of large giveaways are over. It is now important for the Foundation to
be prepared to purchase targeted property when it comes
to market. “There are about 800 acres of land that we’d
like to acquire, land that abuts existing holdings, which
makes management easier. We let owners know we’re
interested. It is imperative for us to have reserve funds to
enable us to move quickly. So we are in the quiet phase
of a new campaign to build a war chest. But it’s harder to
raise money that way.
“What will characterize the future is active land
management. We are looking for advice. The ecosystems
are different for different properties. We would welcome
a university graduate school to give us technical help to
inventory the properties. We need scientists and professors, professional help. As with the Partnership for
Harrier Habitat Project, we need to know if we should
open up more land, create more paths. We are expanding
trails in the Squam Swamp area that connect to our most
recent acquisition, Squam Farm. But we also need to
grow in terms of staff and field management. We face the
same problems of housing that all employers contend
with,” Verney said.
The Foundation also must confront the problem of
over-usage. Does Tupancy Links need a rest from all the
people and pets? Will it be necessary to charge some sort
of user fee at Sanford Farm? Those changes would not be
popular with the public. But the mission of the
Foundation is primarily preservation, not recreation. Be
that as it may, just consider all the various gems available in any given season that are not immediately threatened. To name a few, the spring and autumn walks to
Stump Pond through Windswept Cranberry Bog, the yearround views from Altar Rock, summer shore bird watching and hiking past the salt marshes of Eel Point, birding
on the barrier spit of Little Neck bordering Hither Creek,
birding on Coatue and the Haulover abutting the forests
of Coskata Pond. Or hidden treasures in Quaise, Pocomo
Meadow and Maddequecham.
Lentowski hopes the year-round population will continue to be generous in lending the Foundation its moral
support if not financial aid. It comes with understanding
what the NCF’s mission is about and what it’s doing for
the community. “People need to understand protecting
land is as much a part of the economics of the island as
jobs and housing and all the other elements. If not economic support, we’d love to get the public participating
in programs offered by the Foundation. We’re not in
competition with other organizations. What we do best is
acquiring, analyzing and maintaining land resources for
the public benefit.
I have to go out on the road from
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time to time to stir up feelings in people about Nantucket. Nantucketers lose sight of the fact that we have allies
off-island, people that are as passionate about the place
as we are. They warn us that we can’t take the island for
granted. They have had first-hand experiences with
ruthless people who if given the opportunity would take
cruel advantage here as well.
“We’ve been served by so many good people. The
community is lucky to have attracted people who are
interested in maintaining a consistency of experience.
The people involved in this organization and who serve
on the boards of other nonprofits, the summer people
who are supposed to be on vacation, should be commended. They enjoy Nantucket so much, have so much
fun here, they want to ensure the same experience for
the kids and future generations,” Lentowski said.



– Terry Pommett is a freelance writer and photographer. His work
appears frequently in Nantucket Today.
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